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Artists Cheri Gaulke and Sue Maberry’s feminist activism learned at the Woman’s Building, combined with their lesbianism, radicalized them to create ongoing documentation of their family. This article examines how Gaulke has intertwined her domestic, private imagery and narrative with her artistic, public work in a way that reveals a useful mode for her to examine the range of experiences as lesbian, parent, and artist. Thus, these two bodies of work co-exist and inform each other in her oeuvre and in her art with partner Maberry. They have created a kind of sexualized display sometimes inverting heteronormative conventions while other times presenting the family as a single unit, transgressive in its happiness and unity.
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INTRODUCTION

In 1996, when I first taught the class “Women in Art,” a revisionist approach to the entire history of Western art examining representations, artists, and patrons, I wanted the class to eliminate racial, ethnic, social, and sexual barriers in terms of what the students would be discussing and studying. The class was difficult to teach because enough revisionist scholarship—Whitney Chadwick, Norma Broude, and Mary Garrard wrote the textbooks I used—existed to make the topic available for discussion and analysis, but not enough to show the students a range of artists. Third-wave feminism was just gathering steam by the mid-1990s and the great numbers of lesbian artists who would soon burst on the scene or start getting
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recognition had not yet been the subject of broad analysis. So much more feminist scholarship needed (and needs) to be done that I easily became overwhelmed when I took even a small step out of the canonical view of feminist art history. Now, even as feminist art is in a happy, heady place, the subject of large-scale museum exhibitions like “WACK: Art and the Feminist Revolution,” “Global Feminisms,” and the installation of Judy Chicago’s Dinner Party in the Elizabeth A. Sackler Center for Feminist Art at the Brooklyn Museum of Art, not to mention the many gallery exhibitions and articles and books, the feminist curatorial, critical, and art historical Zeitgeist still perpetuates a limited view of who’s in and who’s out, as well as what can be looked at for serious discussion. When I was invited to suggest a contribution for this special issue on lesbian art and artists, I wanted to look at an artist whose lesbianism figured prominently in her work and examine an artist who complicated some approach to the way we think about what art is. Cheri Gaulke came to mind almost immediately because of the ways she has combined public and private imagery in her art, which has not been fully examined even as it includes significant images of the lesbian family.

Gaulke is an esteemed feminist artist who creates art and visual culture in all areas of her life, including the personal domain in collaboration with Sue Maberry and their teenage twin daughters Xochi and Marka. This article will focus on the ephemeral family newsletters, cards, and photographs Gaulke and Maberry have created to image their lesbian family in a joyful and sustaining way. This kind of scholarly intervention is possible because of the way that Gaulke, in particular, lives as an extrovert and uses art as a way to examine her life and give it meaning. She has intertwined her domestic, private imagery and narrative with her artistic, public work in a way that reveals a useful mode for her to examine the full range of her experience as lesbian, parent, and artist. Thus, these two bodies of work co-exist and inform each other in her oeuvre and in her work with Maberry. They have created a kind of sexualized display sometimes inverting heteronormative conventions while other times presenting the family as a single unit, transgressive in its happiness and unity.

The idea of a lesbian family as a visible part of culture emerged as a late twentieth-century conception. The visual culture and meta-narrative structure of the lesbian family is, therefore, still being invented. What makes the Gaulke/Maberry images unique is that Gaulke, who has supposedly turned away from performance art to focus on public art, is, I will argue here, channeling her creative energies into the crafting of a collaborative body of work visualizing a homonormative structure of her family. This essay will add visibility for lesbian families by showcasing how feminist art can generate community and expand contact with heteronormative viewers and participants, as one example of the expansion. Before proceeding, it is essential to point out the importance of Gaulke and Maberry’s social and economic class as an aspect of their capacity to provide a stable, prosperous,
thriving, professional, middle-class home to their children and that same-sex marriage provides stability to children (Carlson and Corcoran, 779; Meezan and Rauch).

CREATING VISUAL IMAGES OF THE LESBIAN FAMILY

Conventional family portraits and newsletters function differently in their hands as conceptual artworks, as Gaulke and Maberry have injected their family life with the feminist art community and collaboration they learned at the Woman’s Building. Interestingly, Gaulke and Maberry have made works dedicated to their lives as lesbian partners and the visual image of the lesbian family, but it is their visual documentation of their family, intended for private purposes, that is truly transformative and, ultimately, activist because they assert the existence of the identity of a lesbian family (Grover, 197). In making a family portrait at a department store, Gaulke noted that the photographer had understood the four were a family, but had thought Maberry was the grandmother and Gaulke the mother. Gaulke remarked about the experience: “On some deeper level, they got that we are family. They just don’t have enough public images to name what they perceive” (Gaulke and Maberry 2005, 7).

INITIAL CONTACT AND PERSONAL AND ARTISTIC EVOLUTION

Gaulke and Maberry evolved as artists in collaboration and as a couple, while also developing individual professional lives. Gaulke became interested in performance art in the summer of 1974 (as a participant in Richard Demarco’s Edinburgh Arts where she worked with British performance artists Jackie Lansley and Sally Potter). Gaulke arrived at the Woman’s Building in 1975 from the Minneapolis College of Art and Design, radicalized but not yet out as a lesbian. The Woman’s Building had been founded in November 1973 by visual artist Judy Chicago, graphic designer Sheila Levrant de Bretteville, and art historian Arlene Raven, evolving out of the Feminist Studio Workshop, the first independent school for women artists, which they had opened earlier that year. Raven defined its mission as the site for a feminist art that “raises consciousness, invites dialogue, and transforms culture” (Wolverton 2002, xiii). Maberry arrived in 1977, two years after Gaulke. In 1979, they both participated in “An Oral Herstory of Lesbianism,” a collaborative project of thirteen participants including director Terry Wolverton at the Woman’s Building, a landmark performance art work in which each woman presented her experiences as a lesbian. Gaulke was not out during the workshop process, but was by the time the show opened. As a result, there was much drama surrounding her participation in the performance, as she was relying
on a definition of a woman-identified woman as her definition of lesbianism, which has parallels in poet Adrienne Rich’s definition of lesbianism (Rich, 9; Gaulke 1992/2007, 91). The Woman’s Building existed until 1991 and they continued participating in its activities until that time. They are now involved in an extended study of it, supported by a grant from the Getty Foundation.

Gaulke and Maberry became a couple in 1979, had a commitment ceremony in 1986, became parents in 1994, confirmed their domestic partnership in 2005, and married in 2008. Gaulke received great attention in the art world for her performance work, with her piece This Is My Body of 1982–83 receiving notice and critical consideration. In that work, she made a feminist reinterpretation of the Christian Passion, lustily eating an apple in a portrayal of Eve and later being suspended on a cross as Christ. By placing her body within projected images, she reclaimed and reconfigured the artist’s identity as distinct from the Judeo-Christian tradition of defining the female body (Meskimmon, 56). In addition to Gaulke’s solo work, her artistic collaborations with Maberry (among other artists) continued. In 1981, they produced a series of three letterpress postcards of “Sheela-na-gigs,” depictions of pagan goddesses carved in stone displaying their vulvas on Medieval Christian churches. Also that year, they participated in creating Sisters Of Survival (S.O.S.), a collaborative group focusing on anti-nuclear issues who wore nun’s habits in the spectrum of the rainbow and presented their anti-nuclear performances; other participants included Jerri Allyn, Nancy Angelo, and Anne Gauldin. Gaulke devoted herself to performance art from 1974–1992. During the 1990s, Gaulke and Maberry collaborated on several video projects. By the mid-1980s, though, Maberry had turned her attentions to becoming a librarian and university administrator.

BECOMING PARENTS AND CRAFTING A FIERCE COMMUNITY AROUND THE CHILDREN

The two artists chose to become parents and proceeded methodically and carefully to realize their desire to have a family. Initially, Maberry expressed her interest in having a child to Gaulke, suggesting they adopt. Gaulke balked, fearing motherhood would derail her professionally. Rather than adopting, Gaulke wanted to have a pregnancy: “I thought, ‘Well, if we’re going to do this, I’d like to do the whole thing.’ I had dealt with the body a lot as the content of my work, so I had been intrigued with the experience of being pregnant and giving birth” (Mavor, 190). Eventually, she was persuaded that Maberry would manage the child once it arrived. Home-based insemination led to fertility medications and resulted in a twin pregnancy. Gaulke was terrified that becoming the mother of twins would absolutely halt her career.
Estranged from their families of origin, Gaulke and Maberry created a chosen family to surround their children. As occurs in many families, children eventually brought the artists together with their families of origin. Gaulke and Maberry’s 1986 commitment ceremony, initiated largely to affirm that they intended to have a child, took place in Sue’s parents backyard. After the children were born, Gaulke commented that her parents could not stand the idea of not knowing their granddaughters and, thus, became involved in the children’s lives, even as they disdained the couple’s lesbianism. Eventually, both sets of grandparents have become accepting of Gaulke and Maberry as a couple, although the road to acknowledgment from Gaulke’s family was not an easy one for the artists (Gaulke, 2009d).

Simultaneously, or shortly after Gaulke (and Maberry) accepted the idea of becoming parents of twins, Maberry read an article on human development by psychologist Peter L. Benson, which cited a figure of four to six adults in addition to parents actively involved in a child’s life would prevent juvenile delinquency. So, the artists gathered together a group of “aunties,” women who would act as a surrogate extended family and form a community around the children in the absence of the biological extended family. Artist Jerri Allyn is one of the members of that informal collective. She remarked that Gaulke and Maberry’s children were “birthed in community,” describing the artistic survival skills taught at the Woman’s Building in Los Angeles, where Allyn, Gaulke, and Maberry were all students in the mid-1970s, translated into life skills (Allyn).

Some of the women in the “group” were artists and some were artists who were members of Gaulke and Maberry’s Wicca coven or circle, Nemesis. Paganism was an outgrowth of their experiences studying feminine power and experiences at the Woman’s Building, where both became interested in pagan practices and Goddess worship, which has formed a central part of their family’s life. Eventually, Gaulke and Maberry, seeking more formal family activities such as an institutional church with a building and families with children of all ages would provide, became involved in a Unitarian Universalist church congregation when the children were two. In order to communicate the experience of becoming parents and then about life as a family, Gaulke and Maberry began making visual records of their life together.

PRIVATE AND PUBLIC

Gaulke’s accidental project (she was surprised when I told her I wanted to focus on the visual culture of her family that she was creating) has an important goal; that is, to make the lesbian family, theirs in particular, visible and create a record of their life together. I am initiating a useful feminist analytic method here by dissolving the traditional boundaries between public and private art because I value and read these texts as a significant part of
Gaulke’s recent work. Gaulke has received considerable art world attention as evidenced by the numerous articles, reviews, and citations of her art by significant critics and historians; however, the omission of her work from such exhibitions as “WACK: Art and the Feminist Revolution” demonstrates that artists come to critical attention, but don’t always receive sustained interest simply as a result of the vagaries of critical and curatorial definitions. The situation for women artists—which is even more pronounced for lesbian artists—is one of invisibility, even in arenas devoted to the kind of work they make or made. I became aware of Gaulke’s work through my friendship with and study of the writings of the late art critic Arlene Raven, who had been one of the artist’s teachers. Raven stressed to me the value of looking at artists like Gaulke who made important work but simply had not received the kind of attention the work deserved because of the curatorial and critical Zeitgeist. Raven impressed upon me, as has artist/critic Joanna Frueh, the importance of looking beyond the canon. Gaulke’s visual and textual framing of her family stood out to me as I learned about how she and Maberry had created their family and community from their coupling, more vibrant and joyful than any family I know with engagement that prompted me to look more closely at the range of materials produced in the name of “keeping everyone up with the family’s news” where I discovered a sensitivity that mirrored the more publically oriented art (Swartz). As an activist gesture, I bring it to your attention. A note about context here: these privately crafted works co-mingle with the publically defined ones to create richer imagery and strengthen the narrative of the more public works.

Such a project becomes extremely important when one considers the history of representations of lesbians. The London-based Lesbian History Group has noted the relative concealment of lesbians in almost categorical terms: “Lesbians do not usually leave records of their lives. Those who do may not include any details which would identify them as unmistakably lesbians” (Lesbian History Group, 3). Additionally, that they are self-representing is also important since the representations of lesbians that exist are sometimes conceived by heterosexuals to serve heterosexual desires (Lesbian History Group, 3). Although the indicators for lesbianism in Gaulke and Maberry’s images and text are evident, I will highlight them in detail here. The absence of unity in representation produces an anxious state for lesbian artists who have numerous options available, while simultaneously creating the potential for choice in how they will self-represent. Writer and artist Harmony Hammond has noted that assimilationist images of lesbian families are the most problematic, as they “rattle the very foundations of that mythic institution [—] the American family” (Hammond, 156). She used the portraits of pregnant Gaulke and Maberry as a couple by Laura Aguilar and their artworks on the lesbian family as evidence of her point here.

Gaulke and Maberry give extensive details about themselves, their children, and their family life together and separately as individuals. There is
The ever-present joy in these texts as records, which were intended as evidence of the family’s life, its happiness, and the trials they experienced. Additionally, they document its very existence, using the power of what is otherwise potentially banal correspondence to make it into something activist. So, in this manner, objects made for private circulation become part of a greater project of these two artists in documenting their experience.

To look at privately crafted and circulated correspondence, and to accept the broader definition of them as art, is to understand how they fluidly functioned for the artists; much of the text and imagery in the newsletters and cards filtered into and informed their artists’ books and installations of the 1990s and 2000s. The artists have lived an extroverted life and regard their life (in almost all ways) as part of their art.

Together Gaulke and Maberry have created several art works that deal directly with the structure of the lesbian family and its representation. They produced the installation *Thicker Than Blood: Portrait of Our Lesbian Family* in 1992 for “Communitas: The Feminist Art of Community Building,” curated by Betty Ann Brown and Elizabeth Say at California State University-Northridge. Significantly, this project was the first time Gaulke was out in her work in the mainstream art world, beyond her experiences in the performance art realm and the feminist art world (Gaulke, 2009a). Gaulke described the piece as follows:

It was both an installation and conceptual performance in which we invited our dearest friends to go to Sears, that bastion of American values, and have their portraits taken. We framed the portraits in gold-leaf and included lots of framed snapshots as well. The people included were not all gay (in fact more were probably heterosexual). The idea was contextualizing our family of choice as being “lesbian” instead of the way in which gays and lesbians are seen within the context of heterosexual blood lines. (Gaulke, 2009c)

The artists emblazoned “A Lesbian Family” across the gallery wall, behind the framed portraits, showcasing the community they had crafted as their family unit. These ubiquitous pictures have become the conventional portrayal of the family unit, popularized as a way to document the growth and maturation of a family.

On the subject of the specifics of creating a family, Gaulke and Maberry collaborated on a video project *Sea of Time* in 1995 that they then examined in an artists’ book *Offerings at the Crossroads* in 2005 (Klein, 13). *Sea of Time* is a twelve-minute single-channel video combining the narrative about Gaulke and Maberry’s effort to become pregnant alongside a vacation to Bali and examining their relationship with significant members of their extended family circle, Roger Workman and his partner Mark Niblock-Smith, who is dying of AIDS. The book included a pouch made from Balinese sarongs
containing the artists' book, in the style of traditional palm-leaf books. The book begins: “Mark began dying of AIDS long before I began trying to conceive, both of us racing against the inevitability of time.” Offering at the Crossroads is an examination of “the idea of family and queer parenting” (Klein, 13).

Subsequently, they produced Families Next Door (1995), made for the exhibition Community Properties at the Huntington Beach Art Center, which was another work offering new portraiture conventions using Sears portraits. In their statement, they remark, “We are in the midst of a gay baby boom” (Gaulke and Maberry 1995). As an artwork, Marriage Matters (2005) is a significant recounting of many of the key episodes in their life as a couple and family. It was intended as an artwork for an art world audience, while the family newsletters, card, invitations, and programs form a more private kind of documentation. As art historian Catherine Zuromskis points out: “vernacular photography seems, at times, to resist critical intellectual scrutiny entirely” (Zuromskis, 104). Images of the couple combine with photographs of beloved pets, installation shots of art works, a portrait of the newborn twins, and three family portraits. Some of the narrative of this artists’ book mirrors or references material used in the family newsletters or cards. The tone here is relentlessly hopeful and expectant. The speaker is Gaulke, who writes on the last page, “Standing on the Side of Love”:

I am inspired by the daily lives of other lesbian and gay couples who live in a country that doesn’t treat us equally. My deeply optimistic nature makes me believe that people don’t really hate us. They just don’t know us. (Gaulke and Maberry 2005, 9)

Discussion of connections to community, fears and misconceptions about homosexuality, lesbian families, and marriage, and discussion of their evolution as a family all co-exist in this text. It was shortened and presented as a dramatic reading at the couple’s 2008 wedding as “A History of Love.”

THE STORY OF THE VISUAL NARRATIVE

When Gaulke and Maberry decided to expand their family, they turned their attentions to creating a visual and verbal record for their community, specifically their lesbian family. In 1993 at the time of the Winter Solstice, they produced an illustrated two-page newsletter, chronicling their pregnancy, their home life (including consideration of the impact of the new children on their pets), their career developments, updates on their extended family, and the status of their Circle (Figure 14). They also introduced Gaulkberry, the new last name they were considering for their new family. Gaulkberry ended up not becoming the children’s name (that is Maberry-Gaulke), but
briefly became the title of their newsletter, the *Gaulkberry Gazette*, from 1995 to 1996. The somewhat unspoken piece of this account is the general absence at this time of Gaulke or Maberry’s families of origin in participating in the preparations for the children’s births. Gaulke speaks to the fear of

**FIGURE 1** Cheri Gaulke and Sue Maberry, Winter Solstice 1993 Newsletter, two pages, 8½ × 11 inches. (Reprinted with permission.)
FIGURE 1 (Continued).

grandparent abduction generally, not specifically, and provides the details of
the twins’ birth, including the decorations and the involvement of members
of their Coven in the text of Marriage Matters, the artists’ book they created
in 2005 (Gaulke and Maberry 2005, 6). By the time the children were nine
years old, things had shifted considerably in this family, as Maberry’s father visited during the summer of 2003 to manage the girls’ care in Gaulke’s absence while she was traveling to make an artwork.

Gaulke and Maberry were the subject of a pair of collaborative portraits for photographer Laura Aguilar’s series *Clothed Unclothed* from 1990–1994 (Figure 2). For their participation, the artists received prints of the images. The artists were photographed in 1994, as Gaulke is significantly pregnant in the images—taken three weeks before her due date. I am concerned with self-representation of the lesbian family in this discussion and Aguilar’s
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approach is cooperative and clearly conveys her subjects’ affection for each other. The artist remarked about her collaborative approach:

I work with my subjects directly. I interact with the subjects by using polaroids. ... I use them to shape the final images because I shape the photographs but I work with the subjects to ensure they comment on how they are standing and how they look. I create two final sets of images and ask the subjects to choose which will be the final image. (Aguilar)

This diptych holds a place of prominence in their home because it is displayed over their bed and can be seen from their kitchen (Swartz). These images are intended as a diptych: the left image shows Gaulke, pregnant, and Maberry dressed with her hand on Gaulke’s lower abdomen in a position
which connects Maberry to the pregnancy both visually and symbolically. Maberry's angular glasses remain for both photos and form an interesting contrast in the clothed version to the geometry of Gaulke's maternity wear shirt. Aguilar presents them in an assertive pose, standing adjacent, with Gaulke's arm extending slightly upward over Maberry's shoulder and forming a parenthetical contrast to Maberry's downward sloping arm. The right image shows the very pregnant and naked Gaulke seated covering her breast while holding hands with the also nude Maberry in what art historian Alyce Mahon calls “a lover's embrace” (Mahon, 268). Maberry stands in the dominant location above and behind Gaulke. Both Gaulke and Maberry gaze seriously and directly into the camera lens in these images; the vague and somewhat fierce facial expressions are relieved in the unclothed image by Gaulke's head resting back on Maberry's chest. Aguilar explodes conventions for photographic portraiture in these images of outsiders, including lesbians, gays, and Latinas, among others. That this diptych was a new kind of representation is perhaps best conveyed by the negative reception it received, and the controversy that resulted, when it was published in a University of California–Irvine employee newsletter in advance of an exhibition of Aguilar's photographs (Lord, 3).

The twins arrived on May 21, 1994, surrounded by goddess images pasted all over the labor and delivery room, and a cadre of Gaulke and Maberry's friends in their created family. When the labor turned to an emergency cesarean, they brought along many of their friends, resulting in, perhaps, one of the largest groups in the operating room, to ensure the children were encircled by love. The baby announcement cover (Figure 3) shows the nude Gaulke fully pregnant in a frame, while the interior of the card shows an image of the babies inside the same frame. The babies' names are explained: Xochi, from the Nahuatl-Aztec word for flower, and Marka, named after their friend Mark Niblock-Smith, along with the babies' sizes, weights, and times of birth.

Gaulke and Maberry focused on a naming ceremony two months after the twins' arrival, memorialized by the invitation and the program of the rite (Figures 4 and 5). The Pagan ceremony has resemblances to tribal rituals: the child is presented to the community and blessed when the name is bestowed or confirmed. The invitation gave all invited guests the opportunity to send “words of wisdom” to the children. The invitation makes a play on “coming out” with a cartoon bubble over Xochi announcing “Hey Marka! Our mommies are throwing us a coming out party...”; coming out in this context is the way the children are presented to their community using the verbiage of homosexual emancipation.

The coincidence of a lesbian couple having twin girls bespeaks the narcissism of homosexuality, which is a theme Gaulke and Maberry play on in the twins' first birthday invitation. A teasing and light-hearted homoerotic theme is apparent here (Figure 6) with the cartoon bubble, again over Xochi,
announcing “Bring on the dancing girls!” It invites guests to enjoy such activities as “[watching] babies smear cake all over their faces.” More than seventy-five people attended their party (Mavor, 185–86). These early documents were followed by three Gaulkberry Gazettes, dated Summer 1995, Winter 1995, and July 1996 (Figures 7, 8, 9). They recount the children’s development, maturity, and growth, as well as Gaulke and Maberry’s progress as parents, as professionals, and as women. Maberry’s legal adoption of the children is mentioned in the Winter 1995 issue alongside many other events, although this occurrence was significant. It heralded the sanctioning by the state of the family as a unit. And it meant that both mothers were parents equally, thus diminishing any potential concerns about familial dissatisfaction with the two women raising the children.

In 1996, perhaps at the time of envisioning a fantasy family crest for Maberry’s Oklahoma-based parents, Gaulke and Maberry created a Gaulkberry Family Crest (Figure 10). Gaulke explains its symbolism: “The four snakes represent our four family members and the four quadrants represent feminist community, artmaking, home, nature/feminist pagan spirituality” (Gaulke 2009b). Snakes have a long history of signifying matrilineal...
power, as evidenced by the snake goddesses from ancient Minoan art. The persistence of Pagan spirituality as a powerful creative force in the Maberry-Gaulke family life is reiterated as well by the goddess figure adjacent to the spiral, a yonic symbol for generative powers and natural energy forces.
The production of these documents changed as the girls grew up. The hectic pace of life meant that no documents (save an annual themed birthday party, accompanied by an invitation like the one from the twins’ first birthday) were produced from 1997–2002. Then, in 2003, the children had grown...
up and the family had found a routine. Attention could return to documenting and reflecting on the family. At this point, the imagery shifted, the designs improved, and the presentation became more professional. Gay marriage and lesbian families remained contested. However, by this time,

FIGURE 7 Cheri Gaulke and Sue Maberry, Gaulkberry Gazette, family newsletter, Summer 1995, double-sided document, photostatic copy; 8\(\frac{1}{2}\) × 11 inches. (Reprinted with permission.)
the Gaulke/Maberry family had settled into a more confident place perhaps because of their more conventional involvement in the Unitarian Church as a balance for the family’s more alternative Pagan practices, reconnection with Gaulke and Maberry’s families of origin since the grandparents in particular did not want to miss out on their grandchildren’s evolution, and the
parents’ assurance and certainty with their capabilities in creating a loving environment to raise their children (Gaulke and Maberry 2005, 8; Allyn).

The newsletters became briefer in recounting the family’s experiences over the course of a year and the graphics became more vivid, while the
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**FIGURE 8** Cheri Gaulke and Sue Maberry, *Gaulkberry Gazette*, family newsletter, Winter Solstice 1995, double-sided document, photostatic copy, $8\frac{1}{2} \times 11$ inches. (Reprinted with permission.)
attraction and love between the parents, as conveyed through gestures, postures, and poses, became clearer. In the 2003 newsletter, the family’s activities are presented in a single-spaced, one-page list, as opposed to the two-page earlier Gaulkeberry Gazettes. Kevin O’Malley, one of Gaulke’s colleagues, photographed the family regularly and, in 2003, one of his images became
the family’s Winter Solstice/Christmas card (Figure 11). This card highlights the homosexuality of the parents in particular. The line “Don we now our gay apparel” in a gothic script runs across the top of the card as the first line of text so their queer status is made clear to the viewer.

FIGURE 9 Cheri Gaulke and Sue Maberry, Gaulkberry Gazette, family newsletter, July 1996, double-sided document, photostatic copy, 81/2 × 11 inches. (Reprinted with permission.)
As an image of the family unit, this photograph is quite revealing of the evolution of the family dynamic and the composition of the family unit. Maberry touches Gaulke’s waist, Xochi is behind Maberry, and Marka is above Gaulke; here, it is a little bit clearer that the parents are partners because of the configuration. In the past, the images produced showcased...
the couple; the image of Gaulke and Maberry on the 1993 newsletter was the Sears-style portrait they had made for their 1992 artwork, *Thicker Than Blood*. But that earlier image does not readily suggest a sexual union since woman/woman photographs of that type suggest more kinship and companionship possibilities, everything from blood or sorority sisters (although the artists’ age makes that one less likely, the pose is similar to such a relationship) to even simply friends. Andrea Liss has discussed the skillful manipulation of the Sears portrait in Gaulke and Maberry’s work, as well as briefly considering the import of their representations of their family in ephemeral documents, such as the holiday newsletters (Liss, 88). Catherine Zuromskis argues for the importance of contextualizing vernacular images, such as the snapshots she discusses, within their social and value systems since unconventional images suggest alternatives to “social
normativity and visual banality so often associated with snapshot [and portrait] culture[s]" (Zuromskis, 104). Her point applies to both the snapshots and portraits Gaulke and Maberry use in their art and in their newsletters and cards.

**FIGURE 11** Cheri Gaulke and Sue Maberry, *Winter Solstice/Christmas card and newsletter*, 2003, with a photograph by Kevin O’Malley, two single-sided documents, inkjet prints, $5\frac{1}{2} \times 8\frac{1}{2}$ inches and $8\frac{1}{2} \times 11$ inches. (Reprinted with permission.)
In this image from 2003, the family members are all closely related in festive dress and expression as well as physically touching each other. It is significant to note how the gestures, gazes, postures, and poses, especially of the parents, indicate a relationship, even if only subtly, using
heteronormalized cues in a lesbian context. Maberry, who is older, taller, and more imposing than Gaulke is on the left. Xochi’s softer facial curves resemble Maberry’s similarly more rounded jawline. Marka’s lanky face visually resonates with Gaulke’s more angular face as well. But it is the arm, Maberry’s to be exact, which rests on Gaulke’s hip that bespeaks a new direction in the family portrait for them. This gesture is not one friends make; it is one couples make. This image is not the first of the family, but it is the first where a gesture made between lovers is clearly in evidence. And it is unremarkable for the children above and behind them who have experienced much more intimate contact with their parents (see the discussion of “A Family Bed?” in the Winter Solstice 1995 newsletter for more details). Gaulke and Maberry have been quite direct about their status as lesbian parents. In the Summer 1995 newsletter, they mention “T.D.o.L. (Twin Daughters of Lesbians),” the exclusive “club” they formed with another lesbian couple with twins. Yet, this posture and pose is more evidence of their love for each other. The next generation is often pictured above in art historical conventions since the medieval period when prophets were often seen supporting apostles. So, here, the children are supported by their parents. Additionally, in the “Gaulkberries 2003: Year in Review” on the reverse, they recount “Sue & Cheri officially register as Domestic Partners with the State of California.” It also mentions Gaulke’s involvement in organizing a Neighborhood CU-UPS (Covenant of Unitarian Universalist Pagans) that honors goddess-based, earth-centered, tribal, and pagan spiritualism; Sue is noted as continuing to teach Sunday School at their local church.

And the images continue to become more explicit about the parents’ lesbianism. The pace of life reduced the amount of text on the 2004 winter card (Figure 12) to a “Highlights of 2004,” which was really a single paragraph of text on this single-sided card. Of the seventeen images on the card’s face, four are of the parents, one is of the whole family, and the rest are of Gaulke with the children or one of Gaulke alone. In these four images, the artists are posed conventionally as a couple for travel photographs, adjacent to a setting for an exotic location. Marka is in physical contact with Gaulke and Maberry in one of the images where she and Xochi appear with their parents and Gaulke in another with Xochi. The family is interlaced literally by Maberry reaching across to hold Marka’s hand, while the child stands in front of Gaulke. The sexual relationship of the couple is much more obvious in these images, as is the abundance and prosperity both materially (foreign and domestic travel are a central part of the family life, a promise the parents had made to the children at their naming ceremony) and emotionally (the family engages in a wide range of leisure activities together). Additionally, the lesbianism of the parents is most in evidence in the image of the children attending their first marriage equality parade, a “Freedom to Marry” march and rally in the family’s Silver Lake neighborhood of Los Angeles. Gaulke writes about this experience in *Marriage Matters*. 
It would be Xochi and Marka’s first protest rally. We encouraged them to make signs to carry. A delicate process, we wanted to politicize them but not be too pushy. Ironically, the sting of prejudice so prevalent in our lives was not really cognizant for them. We had carefully placed them in
schools, a church, and a neighborhood where their family was generally recognized and accepted. They don’t have the same anger at the injustice that we do, nor a sense of history. . . . Xochi came up with “Love Makes a Family.” Marka’s sign said “Equal Marriage Rights Now” and next to a rainbow she added simply “Love is Love.” . . . When we arrived at the march, the girls were a little embarrassed because they were the only ones with hand-made signs. Soon they became the darlings of the media and photographers were snapping their pictures. As the march began, they stepped proudly into the front lines. (Gaulke and Maberry 2005, 8)

The visibility of the Gaulke/Maberry family has shifted with this card as the images show the children politicized and also loved, as the parents’ love continues to define the family experience as the activities become more diverse and the children become increasingly independent. The next two years’ cards are less focused on the parents as a couple. In 2005 (Figure 13), none of the twenty-five images show the couple, although as an indicator of their involvement in pagan practices, mention is made of their Goddess daughter Daniela. In 2006 (Figure 14), two of the sixteen images show all

![FIGURE 13 Cheri Gaulke and Sue Maberry, Winter Solstice/Christmas card with written information, 2005, single-sided document, inkjet print, 8 1/2 × 11 inches. (Reprinted with permission.)](image-url)
four family members, but there are no images of just the couple. One of the images includes three adult women family friends with the twins, but they stand as friends with no intimate gestures of affection between the adults.

The 2007 and 2008 cards are visually uncomplicated—fewer images and simplified edges between photographs (Figures 15 and 16). Gaulke and Maberry reduced the number of images on their 2007 card with a brief listing on the reverse of information chronologically listed by month. Of the eight images, two are of the entire family with Gaulke and Maberry standing in close proximity. The two women and two girls stand together, arranged in the conventions used for family travel photographs (both of these particular images were taken on a family trip to Alaska). These photographs are close up with all of them appearing either in the foreground—forward picture plane—or the middle ground. For a brief period in 2008, marriage was an option for gays and lesbians in California, which Gaulke and Maberry reference in their card with two photographs from their wedding (one as a couple and one with the children and other relatives) and the transformation of the zeros in 2008 into intertwined, highlighted wedding rings from their July wedding. In June, the twins participated in a coming-of-age rite of
The photos make us look like a very sporty family. We ARE actually trying to exercise often and eat more vegetables...

**Wishing you a joyous, healthful 2008!**

Love from Cheri, Sue, Xochi & Marka

**FIGURE 15** Cheri Gaulke and Sue Maberry, *Winter Solstice/Christmas card with written information*, 2007, double-sided document, offset print, $5\frac{1}{2} \times 8\frac{1}{2}$ inches. (Reprinted with permission.)
Gaulkberry Gazette

JAN  The passing of our dear friend Susan Gray
and Cheri’s colleague Carl Wilson
Marka’s braces come off

MAR  C & S create videos for Bronx Museum historic feminist art exhibit
Cheri and Sue celebrate their 29th year together
Gaulke grandparents visit LA

MAY  Sue speaks at art librarian conference in Denver
Cheri shows 1976 video at Getty Museum
X & M turn 14

JUN  X & M give Rites of Passage speeches at our UU church
X & M make a film in Cheri’s HW Film Camp

JUL  Cheri and Sue LEGALLY marry!
Travel to NYC, then Gaulke Family Reunion in French Canada

AUG  Gaulkberry’s first vacation in Hawaii (Waikiki and Hilo)

SEP  C becomes Art Dept. Chair at Harvard-Westlake, X & M start 9th Grade
X & M canoe down Colorado River on school retreat

OCT  Glass sculpture by Cheri dedicated at Neighborhood Church

NOV  Prop. 8 passes, Gaulkberries protest with the masses

DEC  Cheri travelling to Ethiopia to work with youth making a film about the impact of wells on girls’ lives.
X & M and Sue spending holidays with Maberrys and then driving with Jerri to SF area to visit the Nancys.

Wishing you a 2009 filled with love.
May the civil rights promised in the founding of our country finally be expanded to include all of us.

Love from Cheri, Sue, Xochi and Marka

FIGURE 16  Cheri Gaulke and Sue Maberry, Winter Solstice/Christmas card with written information, 2008, double-sided document, offset print, 5 1/2 × 8 1/2 inches. (Reprinted with permission.)
passage at their church. Additionally, the family appears in a group portrait at a protest rally against the passage of Proposition 8, the anti-marriage equity bill in California, with Xochi’s sign from the family’s participation in the 2003 protest reappearing both in Xochi’s hands at the rally and also reproduced

![Image of a family portrait with a sign]

**FIGURE 17** Cheri Gaulke and Sue Maberry, *Wedding Program*, 2008, double-sided document, color laser print, $8\frac{1}{2} \times 11$ inches. (Reprinted with permission.)
FIGURE 17 (Continued).

on the back of the card. At the end of the year, a visit to the Nancys is recounted (which had been noted in July 1996 and on the 2005 card). The final wish from the family is heartening in its optimism: “Wishing you a 2009 filled with love. May the civil rights promised in the founding of our country
finally be expanded to include all of us.” In their Wedding Program of 2008 (Figure 17), five images of the couple appear alongside three family portraits with a reappearance of the twins with the 2005 image of them holding their marriage equity signs. In addition, they offered guests a chance to enter a video booth and “record their thoughts about same-sex marriage which will become part of a future artwork by Cheri and Sue.”

CONCLUSION

Gaulke and Maberry’s feminist activism combined with their lesbianism, radicalized them to create ongoing documentation of their family. I find them exciting and joyful because of the magnificence with which they celebrate their family love. These documents form a narrative about the evolution of lesbian self-representation at a time when homosexuality remains a volatile subject. That Gaulke and Maberry have persisted in creating a strong family unit is a testament to their survival skills. That their visual and verbal documents are so powerful is a testimony to their abilities to be socially active as artists. The discursive space of their text and images offer some examples for visualizing a lesbian family using the heteronormalized conventions of family documentation while asserting their queerness and happiness. Their love and community grew out of their experiences in the early days of feminist art at the Woman’s Building, a tribute to both the sustaining principles of that institution and its founders’ ideals and to the public and private passions of these two artists. By internalizing the rhetoric of heterosexuality while asserting their lesbianism, the artists have created teleological emblems of the lesbian family that speak beyond the confines of their private experience to the broader domain of lesbian self-representation.

NOTES

1. I call Maberry an artist throughout this article because she and Gaulke have often collaborated on making visual images (and verbal narratives) of their lesbian family. Maberry clarified for me that she does not regard herself as an artist per se, remarking, “I make art, but I don’t really identify that much as an artist. I’m just not driven enough” (Maberry 2009).
2. More recently, she transitioned to making public art because it fulfilled her desire for art with more permanence and more freedom with her teaching and family responsibilities.
3. “WACK: Art and the Feminist Revolution” was curated by Cornelia Butler at the Museum of Contemporary Art in Los Angeles. It traveled to Washington, DC; New York; Vancouver; and Paris.
4. All images are in the artists’ collection, unless otherwise noted, and are reproduced with permission.
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